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1. Introduction

Electron beam (E-beam) lithography is a technique for 
forming a photoresist (PR) pattern on a sample surface by 
bonding or cutting off polymers constituting a PR by irra-
diating high-energy electrons onto the surface of a sample 
coated with an E-beam reactive PR. Beginning from the scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) technology in the 1950s 
[1], the E-beam lithography technique has been consistently 
developed towards the fabrication of smaller features with 

higher resolutions, based on tactful beam source deploy-
ment, use of an ultrafine-precision staging and optical system, 
and resist enhancement [1–7]. Careful tuning has also been 
investigated for application to various other materials, such 
as biological cells and soft polymers [8–10]. Figure 1 illus-
trates several milestone achievements of various lithography 
methodologies developed by utilizing many diverse aids, such 
as laser, x-ray, UV, near-field scanning optical microscopy, 
self-assemble monolayer, dip-pen, and so on [22–30]. Among 
them, and as recently achieving the reliable nanoscale pat-
terning of sub-50 nm resolution [31–35], E-beam lithography 
has now been a primary workhorse in semiconductor device 
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Abstract
Lithography technology has advanced from flat plates to cylindrical surfaces, aiming to 
address the emerging needs in flexible and mass-customized applications. Nanoscale ultra-
precise patterns have benefited from advanced lithography techniques also involving precision 
stage technology and material development. While conventional lithography mostly relies on 
flat wafer-base processing, fabricating nanopatterns on cylindrical surfaces can further expand 
the applicability and productivity of nanoscale lithography, for example, by integrating with 
the continuous and scalable plate-to-roll or roll-to-roll nanopatterning techniques. In this 
regard, we develop a novel nanopatterning methodology that can directly create a nanoscale 
pattern on the surface of a cylindrical mould by utilizing the E-beam pre-mapping algorithm 
for uniform E-beam exposure. Here, E-beam pre-mapping was employed to ensure uniform 
exposure over the cylindrical surface from the planar E-beam source, where the trajectory of 
the E-beam is modulated along the curved surface of the cylinder based on the pre-calibration 
of the surface profile. We design and build up a cylindrical exposure system with an E-beam 
gun that can move at a high degree of freedom. We also perform in-depth analytic modelling 
and profiling of the target curved surface, which is an essential step for applying E-beam 
pre-mapping for uniform exposure. By conducting the developed process, we finally achieve 
a very fine 60 nm scale half-pitch pattern on the cylindrical surface, which may be further 
extended to enable direct nanopatterning on curved surfaces for many unique applications.

Keywords: E-beam lithography, cylindrical master, magnetic levitation, roll-to-roll, 
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Figure 1. Feature size versus fabrication size according to types of lithography [11–21].

Figure 2. The shape of the electron beam passing through the curved surface of the cylindrical mould along the pre-mapping path to secure 
uniform exposure.

Figure 3. (a) A straight transferring coil module, (b) a rotating transferring coil module.
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manufacturing that especially requires ultrafine pattering, for 
example, very large-scale integrated circuit (VLSI) produc-
tion. It plays a key role in many steps, such as the production 
of a reticle (expanded mask) for a reduced projection exposure 
apparatus (stepper). The technology applied to the production 
of ultrafine patterns has achieved by far the highest resolution 
and capability for drawing the minimum line width in actual 
semiconductor manufacturing processes. The most important 
factors in implementing ultrafine patterns by using E-beam 
lithography include sensitivity of the PR, the spot size of the 
E-beam, electron scattering, the secondary electron range, 
the photosensitizer phenomenon, and mechanical stability. 
E-beam nanopatterning technology has been evolving with the 
development of a parallel process by using E-beam projection, 
from the conventional serial process such as probe lithography 
[8]. Further improvements have also been conducted using the 
multi-beam process [9, 10, 31]. Meanwhile, many research 
institutes have been developing new PRs with good resolution 
based on the studies on energy flow by increasing the voltage 
to reduce the spot size of the E-beam or allowing various types 
of PRs to react with the E-beam [10, 31–38].

E-beam lithography has also been essentially adopted in 
nano-imprint-lithography (NIL), which enables direct fabrica-
tion of ultrafine features by mechanical stamping of the pattern 
master mould to the target substrate [36–38]. NIL has drawn 

Figure 4. The layout of the novel rotary-type magnetic levitation transfer coil module.

Figure 5. Assembly of the core system comprising two interferometers to correct the curved shape of the magnetic levitation stage, the  
Z-axis stage, and the X-axis linear stage.

Table 1. Numbered explanations for the rotational magnetic 
levitation step in figure 5.

No Name Explanation

1 Coil Translation, rotational magnetic 
levitation

2 Support plate Support of base plate
3 Laser sensor Alignment of cylinder stamp
4 Shielding plate Structure for magnetic shielding
5 Coil Rotation, magnetic levitation
6 Assistant plate Magnetic levitation assist
7 Linear stage X-axis feed
8 Cylinder stamp Cylindrical mould for pattern 

formation
9 Tilt stage Z-axis height adjustment and 

horizontal axis alignment stage
10 Z-axis stage Z-axis height adjustment stage

J. Micromech. Microeng. 29 (2019) 015004
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Figure 6. Geometry of the Maglev stage system.

Figure 7. Spatial phase diagrams between magnet pitch and coil pitch.
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significant research and commercialization efforts for many 
diverse nanofabrication processes, as well as applications in 
optics, photonics, electronics, energy, and bioengineering, and 
so on [36, 39–47], while it has been remarked as the next-
generation lithography technology of the ITRS (International 
Technical Road Map for Semiconductor). The preparation 
of a master stamp that contains a desired ultrafine pattern 
is one of the most crucial technologies in successful NIL. 
Among several NIL mould fabrication methods involving 
laser interferometry and atomic force microscopy (AFM) or 
scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) probe tipping, E-beam 
lithography has provided a pivotal solution for the reli-
able and high-precision fabrication of planar master stamps. 
Alternating the present manufacturing routes for reduced cost 
and extended area, NIL and other printing-based lithography 
methods are applied in many devices requiring functional 

nanopatterns, such as liquid crystal displays (LCDs), plasma 
display panels (PDPs), and transparent electrodes, which 
are about to enter the commercial market at the outset of 
the 21st century. Such a printing-based nanopatterning tech-
nology is also actively introduced in the various cutting-edge 
optical devices and semiconductor fields [32–36]. However, 
the need for large stamp sizes and reduced preparation time, 
and particularly the demands for curved master stamps, are 
increasing to meet the recent customer trends of large-area 
and mass-customized manufacturing (particularly in large-
area and mobile display markets), and flexible and wearable 
products. To this end, conventional flat plate type E-beam 
lithography cannot often fully afford the further practical and 
scalable applications.

The main technological roadblock lies on the area of a 
master stamp, rather than the resolution of nanopatterns 

Figure 8. Schematic diagram (A) and exposure results (B) of E-beam height displacement values in the flat plate type exposure.

Figure 9. SEM images of the exposure results for the flat surfaces using the pre-mapped E-beam path shown in figure 8(B).
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therein. That is, beyond the planar, wafer-to-wafer processing 
principle, a further scalable and high-throughput nanopat-
terning technology is highly requested. In fact, NIL has been 
intensively exploited along such a route by adopting the con-
tinuous rolling principle; the recently developed roll-to-roll 
(R2R) NIL employs a cylindrical roll mould that continuously 
stamps the desired pattern on the substrate as rolling proceeds 
[48, 49]. While R2R NIL enables faithful nanopatterning on 
both rigid and flexible substrates at much higher speed, mould 
preparation on a cylindrical roll surface remains a major 
challenge.

One common approach is to form a desired nanopattern on 
a thin flexible pad such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and 
attach it around a roll. This is practically easy to implement 
and widely used in R2R NIL, but the flexible mould is less 
durable and often lacks precision due to deformation at high 

stamping pressure. More critically, seams emerge in every 
revolution of a roll where the ends of a wrapper flexible mould 
meet. Seams can be reduced to a very small extent by con-
trolling the molding material and exposure conditions [49], 
which can be applied to large area displays, but some appli-
cations still require perfect seamless nanopatterns throughout 
the entire area. Many other methods have been presented to 
fabricate the roll-type master stamps [5–7, 48–50], but these 
mostly suffer from similar issues, particularly regarding the 
translation from the flat plate to the cylindrical surface.

Addressing the aforementioned issues in this work, we 
develop a novel method to create a nanopattern directly on 
the cylindrical surface by using an E-beam pre-mapping algo-
rithm. The key concept is to maneuver the planar E-beam 
irradiation path along the pre-calibrated route that is calculated 
based on the curved surface profile, thereby ensuring uniform 

Figure 10. Several pre-mapping data for the controlled E-beam exposure paths.

Figure 11. Cylindrical mould preparation procedure.

J. Micromech. Microeng. 29 (2019) 015004
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E-beam exposure over the curved surface. Pre-calibration or 
pre-mapping of the E-beam exposure is performed based on 
analysis of the cylinder geometry. This principle is more spe-
cifically depicted in figure 2. To solve the unevenness of the 
exposure area, which occurs when applying the same electron 
beam focus to the curved cylinder as the plane, it is necessary 
to reconfigure the trajectory of the electron beam to match the 
surface shape of the cylinder.

To implement this principle, we first develop a cylindrical 
exposure system that can move the flat plate type E-beam 
source linearly along as well as around the cylinder axis with 
high precision. Here, the E-beam source is provided with high 
degrees of freedom for moving along all axes. The design, 
manufacturing, and operation of the system are described in 
the following section.

1.1. Development of a cylindrical exposure system

1.1.1. Design and manufacturing of a cylindrical exposure 
apparatus using a 100 KeV E-beam. Analogous to the 
plate-to-roll processing principle [51, 52], the system aims to 

perform uniform E-beam exposure all around the cylindrical 
surface by using the flat plate type E-beam irradiation module. 
The core to actuate such a drive comprises a rotary E-beam 
controller and an ultra-precision stage. Instead of the con-
ventional flat magnetic coils (figure 3), a cylindrical, rotating 
magnetic levitation coil module (figure 4) is employed with 
an ultra-precision linear stage [53–55]. The use of a rotary 
transfer type coil module can further alleviate the heat gen-
eration problem in the magnetic levitation coil by minimizing 
the thermal deformation of the master caused by operation in 
the long-term vacuum state due to the exposure speed of the 
E-beam. Specific improvements to the developed system are 
described below.

 1.  By minimizing the number of coils and the heat genera-
tion, the system increases the cooling efficiency, resulting 
in the current stability.

 2.  Reducing the manufacturing risk of a coil module and 
dramatically simplifying the manufacturing process can 
make the system more easily commercialized.

 3.  By applying the Z-axis height correction system, the dis-
placement error according to the shape of the cylindrical 

Figure 12. A Schematic diagram of the PR coating parameters.

Figure 13. A schematic diagram of the cylindrical mould measurement.

J. Micromech. Microeng. 29 (2019) 015004
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mould can be minimized by applying the laser displace-
ment sensor, thus keeping the distance from the E-beam 
constant.

As shown in the schematic diagram of figure 5, this magn-
etic levitation stage is located on both the left and right sides of 

the cylindrical mould ⑧ for exposure; the linear coil is located 
in the direction of the X-axis interferometer; and the coil of the 
rotating part is located in the opposite direction. To measure 
the rotation value of the rotating part coil, the system employs 
a dual rotary encoder (Renishaw) to measure the rotation error 

Figure 14. Thickness measurement data of the PR coated on a cylindrical mould.
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more precisely, which can further be corrected by adjusting 
the Z-axis height adjustment stage.

1.1.2. Geometrical modelling of a cylindrical mould. The 
developed coil control system has a geometric configuration 
as shown in figure  6. Here, X0 denotes the X-axis distance 
from the system centre position of the coil module, expressed 
as X0  =  Distance/2  +  Array Pitch/2. Furthermore, LeftGS 
denotes the distance from the centre to the left gap sensor, 
expressed as LeftGS  =  LRGS/2. As shown in figure  6, the 
position values of the main controller for controlling the coil 
correspond to the actual position values X, YL, ZL, YR, ZR, and 
the roll position value of the cylinder with respect to the refer-
ence position value. The Y and Z values require calculation by 
assuming that the theoretical line of the cylinder is set, and 
that Y and Z, corresponding to the coordinates (YL, -LeftGS) 
and (YR, LRGS-LeftGS), pass through the centre of the cyl-
inder where the theoretical line passes through. Although this 
imaginary line passes through the centre of the cylinder, it is 
difficult for the line, in fact, to pass through the centre of the 
assembled mould.

Theoretical Line = y = (YR − YL)/LRGS(x − (−LeftGS)) + YL
 (1)

YL0 is calculated using the X position of the left coil (−x0), 
as shown in equation (1). On the other hand, YR0 is calculated 
using the X position of the right coil (+x0), and the constant 
equation is given as:

CX0 = (±X0 + LeftGs)/LRGS. (2)

The parameter values of all the coils are calculated using 
all the equations, and the results are outputted as the control 
values according to the axis position. The magnetic field is 
regarded as having a normal component on the surface of the 
component parallel to both surfaces of the magnet array (BN) 
and the magnet array (BL). The interaction between the magn-
etic field and the current flowing through the coil produces a 
Lorentz force.

numbers shown at each step indicate the spatial current 
waveform as a sinusoidal current distribution. The order is 
cos(0°), cos(−60°), cos(−120°), cos(−180°), cos(−240°), 
and cos(−300°), where the spatial phase of this wave is 0°. 
The phase current passes through all the windings, but the 
phase current is located at the centre of the top of the black 
point of the windings. On the permanent magnet side, the red 
color represents the field in the vertical direction, and the blue 
color represents the horizontal direction field. At the initial 

Figure 15. The measured results of the nanopatterns obtained from the different beam currents of (A) 39.6 nA, (B) 20.1 nA, (C) 36 nA, and 
(D) 30 nA, at different doses marked in the respective a-axes.
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spatial phase (ISP), the spatial position, at which the cylinder 
at the origin provides the normal force to the entire permanent 
magnet, is maximum 1 to minimum  −1, which is the distance 
between the first black dot and the blue line. The current value 
is aligned to the blue line. Here, the first black dot in figure 7 
is expressed as below:

Point_1 = Pitch/12.

The position of the first blue line is described as:

Point_2 = 3 × Pitch/8
Initial Spatial Phase(ISP) = Point_2 − Point_1 = 7 × Pitch/24.

The equations  show that the ISP is expressed in degrees 
rather than in length units, as such an expression is convenient 
for the control process. If an ISP applies stress instead of a 
repulsive force, it can change the direction of the current and 
easily generate stress. The following two methods are used to 
find the blue line position.

 (1)  Flux measurement: find the point where the flux is ‘0’.
 (2)  Check the magnet array on the design drawing to find the 

midpoint of the horizontally magnetized magnet piece.

The study has investigated the methods to find the ISP, 
which is one of the most important factors in operating the 
cylindrical magnetic levitation stage.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Development of a cylindrical exposure system

Prior to the wafer exposure test, the 4″ SiO2 substrate was 
cleaned, and then a PR mixture of ZEP-520 and ZEP-A in 
a ratio of 1:1 was spin-coated at 2000 rpm for 45 s using a 
spin coater, followed by baking at 180 °C for 18 min. The 
sample was subsequently loaded into the chamber, which was 
then pumped down typically to 5.0  ×  10−2 [Torr], and later 
to 3.5  ×  10−9 [Torr] ultrahigh vacuum by running a turbo 
pump, and was followed by the E-beam stabilization step. 
The E-beam operating conditions were a 30 nA beam current, 
30 nm beam step (1 pass line), and the dose of 200 µC cm−2 
and g30/120 (grating file). The exposure was carried out by 
controlling the E-beam gun along the path such that the dis-
tance to the substrate varied from  −10 µm through 0 µm to 
10 µm. Here, 0 µm denotes the point where the focal distance 

Figure 16. Representative SEM images of the 60 nm half-pitch patterns obtained from the different beam currents of (A) 39.6 nA,  
(B) 20.1 nA, (C) 36 nA, and (D) 30 nA. The dose varies for each case.
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through the reference mark is completed before the initial 
exposure is performed onto the reference point.

Figure 8(A) shows the result of the flat plate type expo-
sure over the flat wafer surface along the controlled, curvy 
E-beam path plotted in figure  8(B). Figure  9 shows the 
SEM images for the field sizes of 977  ×  944 µm (top) and  
1024  ×  1024 µm (bottom). The central part, where the 
E-beam source-substrate distance is proper, leads to adequate 
patterning, while the surrounding area, where the distance is 
too close, appears to be overdosed.

These precedent results suggest that the distance of the 
E-beam source and the substrate is a crucial factor to secure 
the proper pattern formation at the right intensity. Next, for 
the curved substrate surface (e.g. cylindrical mould), we pre-
liminarily design several pre-mapping shapes, as shown in 
figure 10, by adopting the geometrical modelling conducted 
above (along with figures  6 and 7) as the baseline. As dis-
cussed in the introduction, the key strategy is to carry out 
uniform exposure over the curved surface by conducting the 
planar E-beam exposure along the pre-mapped route. As will 
be experimentally tuned later, the calculated baseline pre-
mapping may be further adjusted depending on the mould 
topography, PR thickness, and the instrumental operation of 
the developed rotary-type E-beam source. The preparation 
of the cylindrical mould, and the experimental results of the 
exposure thereon, will follow in the next sections.

2.2. Preparation of a cylindrical mould for the exposure 
experiment

Figure 11 shows the overall procedure for fabrication of the 
cylindrical mould, ready for the exposure experiment. First, a 
300 mm long, 100 mm-diameter cylinder body was machined, 

followed by the Jig-surface wrapping this process prevents the 
Jig left and right sides from increasing in thickness during the 
Ni-P electroless-plating process. A Ni-P electroless-plating 
was then performed for durability, followed by mirror pol-
ishing to enhance the surface uniformity. Sputtering of the Cr 
layer, which was to be patterned later, was conducted. The 
last step may be the uniform PR coating over the cylindrical 
surface, which may require tactful processing as illustrated 
in figure 12. Several parameters marked in figure 12 can be 
carefully modulated to obtain a uniform PR thickness while 
the PR coating was continuously performed with the cylinder 
revolving. Finally, the PR-coated mould was vacuum-dried in 
a vacuum oven (180 °C, 1 h).

Before moving on to the exposure experiment, we evaluate 
the PR coating uniformity by measuring multiple points; as 
shown in figure 13, we chose five points along the cylinder’s 
axial direction (0, 75, 150, 225, and 300 mm), and for each 

Figure 17. SEM images of the exposed surfaces of the cylindrical mould before applying the E-beam pre-mapping.
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Figure 18. Pre-mapping data of the E-beam heights for a 
cylindrical mould surface.
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point we chose four points along the radial direction (0°, 90°, 
180°, and 270°). Figure 14 plots the PR thickness measure-
ment values for the total 20 points; it can be confirmed that in 
most of the parts (i.e. except the 0 mm and 0° points), the PR 
uniformity is within the tolerance that may cause significant 
pattern distortion during the following exposure experiments, 
targeting 120 nm pitch nanopatterning. Further regulation of 
uniform PR coating over the entire surface is underway.

2.3. Exposure for the cylindrical mould: preliminary results 
and ongoing further optimizations

Finally, nanopatterning having a linewidth of 60 (or 120 nm 
pitch) is conducted on the fabricated PR-coated cylindrical 
mould using the developed E-beam exposure system operating 
along the pre-mapped route. While we seek further optimized 
nanopatterning, applications of additional tuning of the beam 
current, variable resolution unit (VRU), dose grating file, 
and pass line are actively in progress. For example, figure 15 

shows the current experimental result data of the pattern sizes 
and pitches at the 0 µm distance obtained from the varied 
beam currents at different doses; figure 16 further reveals the 
SEM images of the 60 nm linewidth nanopatterns at the 0 µm 
distance obtained from different beam current values at the 
representative doses. For both datasets, all the other condi-
tions were fixed: 30 nm beam step, 30/120 grating file, and 1 
pass line cycle.

It is confirmed that tuning of the beam current as well as 
the dose can lead to a change in the patterning quality while 
finding better pairs is ongoing; within our experimental 
space, the beam current-dose of 30 nA–170 µC cm−2 con-
dition (figure 16(D)) is so far the best. Figure  17 shows 
the low-magnification images of the surfaces of different 
distances from the E-beam source (e.g.  −20, −10, 0, and  
10 µm), under the identical, so-far-the-best conditions. 
There appear to be non-negligible deviations in the pat-
tern quality depending on the distance due to incomplete 
pre-mapping of the E-beam height, as expected during the 

Figure 19. The preliminary nanopatterning results directly formed onto a cylindrical mould surface through the pre-mapped E-beam 
exposure depending on the beam-substrate distance: (A) an optical microscopy image after development of a cylindrical mould,  
(B) a main-field SEM image, (C) a full SEM image, and (D) an enlarged pattern SEM image.
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geometrical translation from the flat plate exposure to the 
cylindrical surface.

We finally apply the pre-mapping of the E-beam heights to 
the exposure in order to obtain further uniform patterning, as 
the measurement data values are listed in figure 18. For each 
of the representative 20 points, similar to the PR thickness 
measurement points, we apply the measured different E-beam 
distance during the exposure conducted in a step-and-repeat 
manner. Figure  19 displays the result obtained from such 
pre-mapped E-beam exposure to the cylinder mould surface, 
indicating that the pattern uniformity and quality are consider-
ably enhanced for most of the regions. Further optim ization, 
particularly focusing on the beam current/dose tuning, as well 
as more delicate E-beam height pre-mapping, is underway.

3. Conclusion

We develop a novel nanopatterning strategy that enables direct 
E-beam patterning on a cylindrical surface using low-cost flat 
plate type E-beam sources. This is implemented by applying 
an E-beam pre-mapping algorithm, where the planar E-beam 
irradiation path is controlled along the pre-calibrated route cal-
culated based on the curved surface profile, thereby ensuring 
the uniform E-beam exposure over the curved surface. We 
first design and build up the cylindrical exposure system, then 
investigate the baseline geometrical models that help design the 
pre-mapping paths. After preparing the PR-coated cylindrical 
mould, we conduct the 60 nm half-pitch E-beam nanopatterning 
onto the cylindrical surface along the pre-mapped paths where 
the beam-substrate distance controllably varies to maintain 
the conformal E-beam exposure. While further optimization 
in cylindrical mould preparation and uniform PR coating, and 
more delicate beam tuning is in progress, our development may 
provide a unique solution to the facile nanopatterning on curved 
surfaces for many diverse applications.
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